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clcwths by alcoholism 2377, or more than double the number [registered from all the poisons. .
Again, let us compare the deaths from alcoholism with those

from murder and manslaughter :-
1858. 1859. 1860. Total.

Murder and manslaughter... 344 ... 338 ... 377 ... 1059

Thus the deaths from alcoholism were more than twice as

many as those from murder and manslaughter.
But we see the deleterious effects of overmuch drink in a

still. more forcible way if we add together the number of deaths
from poisons; and those from murder and manslaughter :-

Deaths by poison in the three years ...... 1188

Deaths by murder and manslaughter ...... 1059

Together ...... 2247
The deaths from alcoholism were 2377, or 130 more than all

the deaths from all the poisons, all the murders, and all the
manslaughters put together! With so powerful a weapon for
bodily as well as social mischief yet prevailing amongst us,
need, we say that, speaking in general terms, the Temperance
movement has our cordial support. But we cannot shut our

eyes to many of the. weaknesses attendant upon some of its
most cherished endeavours. Amongst the former of these is
the persistency it evinces in trying to persuade the public that
a majority of the medical profession stands greatly in the way
of the spread of temperance, whilst all that can be laid at its
dwr i. the refusal to advocate " total abstinence" and " Maine

law" as necessary either for the physical welfare or the moral
salvation of the community. In fact, it simply opposes the
doctrine that temperance and " teetotalism"-classic phrase-
are convertible terms. Here is one (Mr. DUNLOP) of the tem-

peramce apostles positively telling the public, that
11 A portion of the faculty actually regard the advance of

the temperance movement as a disastrous calamity to their
proper profit and gain, and advocate the doctrine that a me-
dical man’s duty is merely to cure his own special particular
patient; but by no means to intrude his good offices in favour
of the community at large......We absolutely refused belief on
being first told that much wantonly careless views existed; but
we were compelled to give way to the testimony of individual
physicians, who, in pushing the subscription of our medical
certificate amongst their own brethren, were from time to time
enccauntered with objections of this atrocious sort."-Op. cit.,
p.

Personal and individual opinions, like those of Mr. DUNLOP,
might, when so extremely ridiculous, pass without comment,
considering the more sensible views which are held by some
portions of the Temperance Alliance regarding the medical
profession. But when members themselves of the latter body
cheese, under states of conventional excitement, to unjustly
accuse and vituperate their brethren, the case becomes altered.
Their fanatical untruths cry at least for correction. Here is a

certain Cornish medical practitioner who thinks it becoming tc
publish the following nonsense :-

" In. their own persons, and in their families, teetotalers ma3
fairly be jealous of their medical attendants. Not a few phy
ek:aes and surgeons h,ate teetotalism, and quickly make o
snatch an opportunity to have a fling at it. If this can be done

through an influential teetotaler, so much the more does i

please them. To bring down a clergyman is high game; t(

throw down again and roll in the mire a raised-up drunkard, i:
not considered too low a game ; and to worry a weak morta

through little-drop ladies, especially if these only second hi
wife. is considered fair game."

We have called this elegant composition "nonsense;" the
reader may think it merits some far different appellation. If

our Cornish brother meant to imply simply that many of his
profession, though advocating temperance, did not think "total
abstinence" advisable under all circumstances, he would have

spoken the truth. But the words as well as the spirit of his
classical exordium are something very different from this. That
self-conceit, as well as fanaticism, should enter into our friend’s
moral constitution, is what might be expected. We were

therefore less surprised than sorry to find him proceeding in
the following strain :-
" The diseases which some writers on behalf of temperance

describe as requiring the exhibition of alcoholic stimulants may
be arranged under twelve heads. The writer is intimately
conversant with eleven of these twelve, and declares that

nothing is gained in their treatment by the internal use of any
liquor containing alcohol."

Probably a few months to be spent in quiet observation in
the wards of an hospital would be the fit exchange to offer to
this gentleman for the next year’s spouting on teetotal plat-
forms.

Medical Annotations.

THE DOCTOR AS AN UNDERTAKER.

"Ne quid nimis:’

"UN homme mort n’est qu’un homme mort, et ne fait

point de consequence," remarks M. Tomes, in " L’Amour
M&eacute;decin." M. Tomes belonged to that class of physicians
whom Moli&egrave;re personified under the character of M. Filerin
(<tXo! &rgr;&egrave;&bgr;Os-Death’s chum), who, from the pelf of those

they consigned to the grave (" de l’argent de ceux que nous met-
tons en terre"), raised for themselves delightful heritages. " Et
plurima mortis imago," was the motto adopted by Hogarth for
the Undertaker’s Arms, the shield of which was depicted by
him as being occupied by the most celebrated physicians and
charlatans of his day, their gold-headed canes-"OR con-
sultant"-playing no inconsiderable part in the heraldic device.
The doctor’s alliance with Death, and his avidity for Gold,

have been the world’s jest in all ages. Hippocrates, in the
inimitable " Law," hit the true blot, and indicated the real
source of the stereotyped satire which attaches to physic and
the physician. Medicine, he averred, was the most noble of
all the Arts; but, owing to the ignorance of those who prac-
tised it, it was then behind all other Arts. It mattered not
what errors were committed, there was no punishment con.
nected with the practice of medicine, except disgrace ; and
this falls harmless on those who are familiar with it. Such

persons he compared to the lay figures introduced into tragedies,
which have the shape, dress, and personal appearance of an
actor, but are not actors; so also physicians are many in title
but few in reality. There are they who, in all times, aptly
appreciating the truth expressed by M. Filerin, that " the
greatest foible of men is the love of life," profit by it, knowing
in what fashion the fear of death has given birth to a vene-
ration for the Art of Physic ; who, " harpey-like, make a prey
of their patients," as old Burton hath it, (" Non missura cutem

’ nisi plena cruoris hirudo ;") and who, as Mosca phrases it in
! " Volpone," "flay a man before they kill him."
! The race is not extinct. " ’Tis the general humour of the

world ; commodity steers our affections throughout." 
" Even as

we write the sough of an approaching tempest of disappro.
L bation at a recent and asserted glaring example is moaning in
our ears ; and it is but a few months ago that the public were
edified, and the profession scandalized, by witnessing in a court
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of law a case of medical plundering which put to shame the
instances recorded in remoter times.

Mephistopheles quietly instructs us (when the witch, missing
the cloven foot, failed to recognise him) that refinement, which
had smootbed all things over which it had passed in the world,
had also reached the Devil, and that for many years he had
worn false calves. The lesson is one too commonly forgotten.
We are apt to flatter ourselves that we have cast off the errors
which made our forefathers a butt to satire or scorn. We

forget the old leaven may still be at work, but show its work-
ings in a different form. When the doctor preys upon his

patient now, he does the work more daintily than of yore. The
operation is not the less real, but it is less grossly and ob-
noxiously conducted. But let not the public start back aghast,
dreading that, if the parallel to some extent holds good of
Gold, it may also hold good of Death. Happily, the very
principle we have just enunciated, and the conclusion to which
this preamble will lead, show that there is no need for fear on
that score.
There are still men " qui marchandentles maladies;" but

the " homme expeditif, expeditif, qui aime &agrave; d&ecirc;p&eacute;cher ses

malades, et quand on a &agrave; mourir, cela se fait avec lui le plus
vite du monde," is a rarity. An ancient Dutch proverb says
that "Anew physician must have a new churchyard." "Quot
Themison segros autumus occiderit uno ? " writes Juvenal.
The time was when these quips and quirks had a bitter

significance. But, thanks to the advance of medical art, and
thanks also to a sounder appreciation of the commercial ele-
ment of the art-which has grown up side by side with that
great precept which is the culmination of economical science,
" Small profits, quick retzt2,ng, "-a better day has broken upon
physic and physicians. As the tradesman finds that the ex-
tension of his business is proportionate to the goodness of his
article and the smallness of his profits, so the doctor knows
that his success in practice is proportionate to the expedition
of his cures and the diminutiveness of his costs. He has no
interest now, as was the case not long ago, in converting the
bodies of his patients into apothecaries’ shops, as Jacqueline has
it in " Le M&eacute;decin Malgre Lui" (" Ma fi, je ma moque de ga,
ft je ne veux point faire de mon corps une boutique d’apothi-
caire") ; or to eke out a cure on the vicious principle of getting
the largest profit out of every case. Nay, more, when he seeks
his profit even in the death of his patient, and aspires to the
almost worn-out honour of the undertaker’s friend, it is not by
that active meddling which Lisette so bitterly satirizes.

In no respect, indeed, are the modifying effects of modern
refinement so fully manifested in the practice of the medical
art as in the relation of the doctor to the undertaker. Molire

would have been ashamed of the gross crassitude of the phy-
sicians of his own day could he have witnessed what occurred
in ours; and he would never have represented M. I’omes as
saying that "Un homme mort n’est qu’un homme mort, et ne
fait point de consequence."
A day or two ago, a neat little printed circular, headed

‘$Funeral Depot," was dropped into our letter-box, and in it
we read :

" Mr. F presents his compliments to Dr. -, and begs
to inform him the usual Commission will be allowed on all
Business recommended to the above Establishment." "

We confess that our feeling was one of acute admiration at
the cool impudence of the undertaker who had favoured us
with the note; but our admiration was changed into unmiti-
gated wonder when we subsequently learned that there were
not lacking in town medical men who were but too willing to
take the office of commission agent to an undertaker ; and
that a well-kncwn practitioner had but a few weeks previously
received for one funeral-one " piece of business" he had re-
commended-no less a commission than &pound;50 ! " You see, sir,"
said our informant, ’’ it was a first case. The maximum com-
mission is usually 20 per cent. ; but in this instance, anxious to

secure the interest of the gentleman, who is rapidly rising in
practice, and the job being a good one, 25 per cent. was given."
Shade of Moli&egrave;re, is not this admirable, and yet again ad.

mirable ! The doctor enacting the part of commission-agent
to an undertaker, and fleecing his patients of a huge per-
centage on. the funeral expenses !

Let the undertakers have the credit of the ingenious scheme,
but Physic must, alas ! bear the scandal. It is not a pleasant
notion that the sympathy expressed by the doctor after the-
death of a patient may be but the stalking-horse for an under.
taker.

Every medical man will be well advised if, in future, he will
neither recommend, nor suffer himself to be consulted about,
an undertaker. 

____

ALLEGED ABUSE OF THE NEW PHARMACOP&OElig;IA.

RUMOURS have been current for some little time past that
certain prescriptions had been received at the dispensing esta-
blishments of various druggists in the metropolis, bearing an
order for preparations described as belonging to the Pharma.
copceia Britannica, and to be obtained at certain establish-
ments. Now, the Pharmacop&oelig;ia Britannica has not yet any
existence ; and the compound ordered as " linimentum bella.
donnas," as a preparation, is not to be found in the existing
Pharmacopoeia of London. There are not many physicians in
London who have any knowledge of the forthcoming new pre.
parations, and those who have that knowledge are obviously
bound to use it for the benefit of the profession at large, by
whom they were placed in their favoured position, and not for
any personal or trade purposes. The order for compounds only
to be found described in a yet nnpublished work, and only to
be obtained of certain distinguished pharmaceutical chemists
who had been admitted to an acquaintance with the formulas
and consulted as to their adoption, was thought to imply some-
thing like a trade understanding between these persons, such
as is always to be viewed with disfavour, and which would be
aggravated in the present instance by the high position of the
persons implicated and the kind of professional unfaithfulness
which it would indicate. The letters which we have published
from Mr. Blades and Messrs. Curtis and Co., are only two out
of many communications we have received on this subject.
Some explanations have reached us, from which it would ap-
pear that while there has been just ground of complaint, and
especially much reason for a feeling of soreness and jealousy,
the fault has been carelessness or thoughtless imprudence, but
certainly not any of the graver errors which have been so freely
imputed. A distinguished physician, concerned in revising the
Pharmacopoeia for the Medical Council, has introduced a new
and really improved formula for a clear and useful liniment of
belladonna. Rather, perhaps, from a love of ease, and from a
certain pride in the adoption of his favourite formula, he has
been prematurely prescribing " Liniment. Belladonnas Pharm.
Britt." The formula is known to several druggists; and we
believe that whenever any inquiry has been addressed to the
prescriber, he has always shown a readiness to explain it to-

any chemist to whom it has been presented. But the prescrip-
tion of forms not known and published is a thing to be repro-
bated; and although robbed of some of the worst features of
secret remedies, yet an application of this kind so prescribed is-
open to many of the objections to them. It is alike unjust to
the patient and the druggist that prescribers should adopt
formulae only understood at particular establishments : for the
tradesman is thus robbed of his legitimate connexion; and the
patient, at distant places and times, may, under circumstances
of great urgency, be seriously inconvenienced by this trouble-
some limitation of his sources of supply. Moreover, prescrib-
ing surgeons and physicians are bound, for their own honour
and for that of their order, not to enter into any secret trade
arrangements with druggists. Let every man rate his services
as highly as he will, and fix his remuneration openly; but
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secretly to levy a toll upon the dispensing chemist is a most
unworthy practice. We are convinced that nothing of the sort
was dreamed of in the present instance, and can only regret
that such impntations should have arisen from an act of un-
doubted thoughtlessness and unintentional impropriety.

TYPHUS IN LANCASHIRE.

TYPHUS in Preston remains wellnigh stationary. The average
number of cases occurring weekly is about twenty. The public
journals report that the disease has shown itself in new parts
of the town. A new fever ward is near completion; the erection
is finished, and all is ready for the internal fittings and bedding.
We have no reports of typhus from other districts, so that

we may venture to hope that the malady is stationary, as at
Preston, in those places in which it has already appeared ; and
that it has not broken out in any new centres.

FREEDOM OF DEBATE.

FREEDOM of debate is essential in all questions relating to
the science or practice of Medicine. But there is a line which
it is the duty of a president to determine. At the meeting of
the Medical and Chirurgical Society on Tuesday night a paper
was read on the Hereditary Transmission of Malformation-a
subject of the highest importance. We think it is to be re-

gretted that the estimable chairman allowed some of the gen-
tlemen who spoke upon the paper to diverge from its purport
to such an extent that the purpose of the author was entirely
lost sight of. The error committed was undoubtedly on the
right side ; but it must always be borne in mind that when an
author presents his paper to the members of a learned body
like the Medical and Chirurgical Society, his desire is to obtain
the opinions of the Fellows upon the question which he sub-
mits to their consideration. Lawyers do not admit of speakers
"travelling out of the record." If this be important upon a
merely legal question, how much more important in a medical
discussion ! We are by no means disposed to cavil at a slight
departure from this wholesome rule; but it has its limits, and
these limits it is the duty of a president to define. How far

they were departed from in the discussion of Tuesday evening
our readers will be able to judge when we present a full report
of the meeting in the next LANCET. The discussion, which
was commenced by Professor Fergusson with great judgment
and ability, unfortunately proceeded in a manner which was,
to say the least of it, exceedingly provoking. It had nothing,
in fact, to do with the author’s paper; on the contrary, it
diverged from the correct line indicated bv it, into a debate
upon most irrelevant subjects. In pointing out this departure
from legitimate discussion, we have no desire to limit the per-
fect freedom of debate, but rather to urge the importance of
not giving to that freedom undue proportions. The debate on
the interesting paper of Dr. Webster, on the C&aelig;sarean Section,
is open to the same censure.

MEDICAL EDUCATION IN ROME.-"I I shall not easily
forget," says M. About in his admirable volume, "La Question
Romaine," "the insane laughter which seized me when I
entered the anatomical theatre at the Hospital of the Santo
Spirito in Rome, and saw the corpse which was being dissected
by the students covered with a vine leaf. In that land of
chastity, where the bashful vine entwines itself round every
branch of science, a young surgeon, an assistant -,t a hospital,
confessed to me that he had never seen a woman’s breast.’
’We have,’ he told me, ’to pass two examinations for the
Doctor’s degree, one theoretical, the other practical. Between
the first and the second we practise at the hospitals, as you
see. But the priests, who have the greatest authoiitv over
our studies, do not allow a doctor to attend a labour till he has
passed his second examination and obtained a licence to prac-
tise. They are afraid of demoralizing us. We deliver dolls,
and in that manner acquire practical experience. In six
months I shall have taken all my degrees, 1 shall practise stir-
gery, and I shall attend as many labours as I like, without
ever having seen one.’ " 

THE

LANCASHIRE DISTRESS MEDICAL FUND.

THE dire and widespread distress in Lancashire has called
forth a living stream of sympathy and aid from every corner
of the land. Such a demonstration of fellow-feeling has proved,
in the most convincing manner, not only how active is the
principle of Charity in England, but still more how strong is the
tie that binds all Englishmen together as members of one

family. Firstly, every individual looks upon the cry from the
cotton districts as a direct appeal to himself. In the next

place, every country, every town, every village, every congre.
gation, every public body, links together its constituents, and
in its corporate capacity helps again.

In one way or another, we are too well assured that our
medico brethren, the never-failing friends of the poor, have
added their contributions, in money and in labour, towards
the alleviation of the appalling sufferings that wring the
heart of the nation. But the winter advances, and the

American strife still rages in insensate fury, withholding the
material of industry. For some months to come the effort

must be sustained. The occasion calls for medical men

no.v to act in a body as a profession. We invite them,
knowing their liberality, and the depth of the distress waiting
for relief, to institute a " Medical Fund." Every medical
practitioner knows how sadly want of the necessaries of life
causes and aggravates disease, and augments the difficulties of
treatment. None so well as the medical practitioners in the
distressed districts know how the distress is to be met most

’ effectually. It would afford most material aid if the medical
I 

practitioners throughout the country would strengthen the

, hands of their colleagues in Lancashire, by supplying them
. with means of affording medical comforts and food to the

patients. First of all remedies for diseases that spring from
b starvation are food, firing, and clothing. We should earnestly

desire to organize a system of mutual aid of this kind-

medical men lightening the burden that falls with such over-
’ 

whelming pressure upon the medical profession in Stockport,
Blackburn, and elsewhere. In this way we think more good

s could be done than in any other which yet remains open.
s We hope before next week to receive such information from
- 

our brethren in Lancashire as will give a determinate direction
f to the funds we may be enabled from time to time to collect.

As a beginning- as an inauguration of the Medical Fund-we
’ 

subjoin the following list of subscriptions :-

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.-At a meeting of this Society, held
on the 20th inst., Dr. Hofmann, F.R.S., President, in the
chair, Dr. W. G. Blogden, Esq.. was elected a Fellow. Mr.
G. B. Buckton read a paper "On the Formation of Organo-
Metallic Radicals by Substitution." Mr. E. Nicholson read a

paper "On the Specific Gravity of Urine as a Measure of its
Solid Coustituents." He found that the specific gravity of
human urine did not bear, even approximately, any ratio to
the proportion of urea present., but was largely influenced by
the very variable amount of chloride of sodium. By esti-
mating the chloride of sodium volumetrically, and deducting
the specitic gravity due to it, the remaining specific gravitywithin certain limits corresponded roughly with the proportion
of urea.


